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In a twisted rultifilament conposite subjected to 
transient axial fields three kinds of currents arc indu
ced: azimuthal currents in the mutrix, azicuthal cur
rants and coupling longitudinal currents in the fila
ments. Considering enly the currents in the filament 
theeselves, the hysteretic losses due to the aziruthal 
component J e of the critical current density are usually 
the largest. However, when the coupling longitudinal 
current» flow in the outer layer? -f filaments in the 
sane direction than the transport current their contri
bution becooe preponderant. Again, the theory shows 
three regices depending only en the ratio of the scpli-
tude of the changing field over a given threshold field, 
proportional to the tvist pitch length of the composite. 
Experimental results clearly confirm the theory, in 
particular the increase of '.osses vith transport current 
in a multifilament when only little effect was observed 
i» a nonofi larer.t. 

Introduction 

Conductors for the toroidal field coils of a joka-
mak are subjected to a rapidly changing pcloidal f'ield. 
One of the field coeponcnt is parallel to the axis of 
the conductor. Currents induced in the matrix and in 
the filaments of the composite give rise to losses. 
Three kinds of induced currents are of importance. 
First, the eddy currents, which flow across the matrix 
•long planes perpendicular to the axis of the conductor. 
They decay with a time constant proportional to the 
square of the thickness of the wire ard the loss is 
function of the rate of change of the field. Second, 
currents are induced in the filaments theeselves to flow 
in the azimutha1 direction. They are responsible for 
bystcretic losses independent on the rate of change of 
the field. Last, due to the solenoidal aspect of the 
filanents, coupling currents are induced between the 
filaments of the outer layers and the filaments of the 
inner layers, so as to partially screen the field fror. 
the center of the composite'>2. in infinitely long wi
res the currents flow ir the outer layers with the ave
rage critical density r. tJ c z vhereas the axial current 
density in the inr.tr layers is proportional to the ra-
gnitude of the changing field: J( * •• <»~ft*(t)lu^, * s 

long as the field re-rains scalier then a threshold val-

" B c W f J « P / i T 3'4' 
Th> losses in the saturated layer are also of an 

hysteretic nature sirilar to the so-callej self field 
losses. Above the threshold field B c, the losses in
crease dramatically. In addition to these losses, a ra
dial component of the current density can exist in the 
matrix near the ends of the wire, or when the magnetic 
field is inhoeogeneous. 

Our purpose here, is to better explain the losses 
caused by azimuthal and longitudinal currents in the 
filaments, and to point out the roles played by a back
ground field transverse to the conductor and by the 
transport current. 

Experimental arrangèrent (Fig. I) 

The «ample is wound on an elongated race track 
shaped mandrel. 

Two pick up coils are located far enough from the 
tnds of the test coil, to be unsensi:ive to end effects. 
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The magnetization is obtained as usual, by integrating 
the difference between the voltages delivered by the 
two coils. Besides, integrating the voltage along the 
sample ~ives the part of losses provided by the power 
supply (the current transport retrains constant). 

Fig.I - Experimental set up. 

The rain coil delivers a field transverse to the 
sample coil, up to 6 Ter la. A second ceil produces the 
field parallel to the train side of the sample coil. The 
pulsed field can be swept up to 1.2 Tesla under a A 
Tesla background field. 

ffametization and losses in a ronnfilarert 

Two samples of Supercor. T48, 254/4* and 127/*/ in 
diameter, were investigated. Provided that the axial 
pulsed field penetrates completely to the center of 
filament, the ragnetization can be written » : 

In presence of a transverse background field, the 
penetration of the flux depends highly on the history 
of the wire. As did Février and Renard , ve define a 
density Jg- (Ej,, Ù2//) depending on the two corponents of 
the field, that veil represents the area of the ragnet
ization loop and subsequently the hysteretic loss. 

This density decreases rapidly against the trans
verse magnetic field. Our results are not significantly 
different fron those obtained by Février and Penard. 
Above a background field of one Tesla, the losses beco
me very trail. Besides, we have noticed only a very 
little and unsignificant increase of the azimuthal cur
rent losses with the transport current. 

Los s u ir. 3 rultif ila:-ef.tarv coirftosite 

In a multifilamentary composite subjected to tran
sient axial field, currents are induced in the azir.uth-
al direction and in longitudinal direction along the 
filaments. 

The losses caused by the azimuthal induced cur
rants in each filament are proportional to the diame
ter of the filament. They are noticeably reduced in tha 
presence of a background field. Moreover, as stated 
above for the nonofilament they can be regarded as in
dépendant on the transport current. 

They ar<: written' '• 

V9nJI*st<^]V d * V (I ->%ffi) for a cycle. 
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la addition, the longitudinal induced coupling 
currents bring abouî extra losses that arc highly depen
dent on the transport current. 

In order to determine these losses, it is necessa
ry to know tne longitudinal current distribution vithin 
the composite during the axial field cycle. Assuring 
here, the tvist pitch length to be large enoueh that 
2lTr/P<«il, the locr.l magnetic and electrical field va
riations can be derived. _. « 

• o " ' 
- The axial component is : B •- -
- The asiauthal component is: Bgp \-a 

- The component transverse to the filament is on the 
enrage: 2TTr B 

Bj.Oi»fr p 
where I(r) is the total longitudinal current flowing 
within the cylinder of radius r. B is the axial chan
ging field. 

The electrical field is given by : 

E<r) E(r ) • o f v. 
where Bt i» the rate of change of the transverse field. 

It is straightforward to derive the astantaneous 
power and the loss thanks to the following expressions: 

2lTr dr 

dB 

The longitudinal current distribution depends on 
the transport current and the longitudinal current in
duced by the variation of the axial field. 

Different possible patterns have to be considered 
in detail. Four typical cases have been investigated : 

1) The transport current is first increased in the 
conductor and saturates the outer layers of the compo
site. Then the axial field ir swept so as to induce cur
rents flowing in the sane direction in the outer layers. 

2) The transport current saturates the outer lay
ers of composite, but now the currents are induced in 
the opposite direction. 

3) The transport current is uniformly shared with 
a constant average density and then currents are indu
ced in the sane direction. 

4) The transport current is uniformly shared, but 
tne currents are induced in the opposite direction. 

Detailed results are given in the reference re
ports8''. In the following we are paying core attention 
to the first case since the losses are expected to be 
at a maximum. 

For convenience, the field is considered here as 
negative, changing from 0 to - B„ and back to 0. 

During the first increase of the axial field from 
0 to - B„ longitudinal currents are induced in the ou
ter layers of composite in one direction, with the 
density 4fJc»t the inner layers carrying currents in 
the reverse direction with an equal density iTTB̂ tf-P 
M long as the field '«mains less than the threshold 
field B . 

c 
Beyond this field the inner layers are also satu

rated. Three different calculations are worked out as 
a function of the ratio of the amplitude of the chang

ing field over the threshold field B . 
c 

«rail arplitudc B„ ̂ g.B 
Figure 2 shows the current distributions and field 

profiles during the first cycle. 
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Fig.2 - Current distributor and field profiles durine 
the first cycle for B v ^ S c 

(A: First increase; R: Decrease: C: Second increase). 

The losses due to the induced longitudinal current 
are given by : 

- First field rise : 

Decrease 
.»_ * 

- Second field rise : 

« ."Sistfs.f \*l • 

LH-4,)9*BW + B tBn^-«') 1 

Intermediate field atrplitude B , ^ \ • é r l l 

- First field rise : 

x >».-»•* W L , * 

- Decrease : 

I 



- Second field rise : 

-KN 

. (»-; J6„ U j *•>-«»»-') + «^r^i-^O-O^.;, 1 

High field amplitude B.r^2 B 
In this case the inner layers are fully saturated 

vhich brings about extra losses. 
- First f ield rise : 

V J 
- Decrease : 

- Second field rite : 

In Fig.3 are plotted the losses as a function of 
the ratio Bw/Bc with tl ? ratio i of the transport cur
rent over the crit ical current as a parameter for a 
full cycle. 

Fig. 3 Theoretical "longitudinal" lots for a cycle 
(case I). 

F-xperipen't 

The neaturementt were carried out for various val
ues of the amplitude à&j and background field Ep. The 
critical current density J was measured independently 

The duration of the cycle is 0.1 s to avoid any 
decay of the induced currents due to the fact that the 

currents cross the matrix at the ends. 
Unfortunately in such an experirent, it is irrpossi-

ble to treasure independently the contribution to the 
loss of the aziruthal currents and the one of the lon
gitudinal currents. The total loss is riven by the SUIT 
of the loss reasured by ragnetization and the ioss rea-
sured by integration of the vo!ta»e alone, the sarple. 

The transport current distribution is not the same 
all along the saeple, on one side of the mandrel the 
transport current flows in the save direction than the 
induced current, on the other it flous in reverse dir 
rectioa. Near the ends the pulsed axial field has a 
component transverse to the wire vhich gives rise to 
extra losses that can be written : 

w i - 9 I» 3 Ai. .2 
i (J/m3) 

They have been evaluated by integrating tne value 
of ABi along the wire, and substracted .rom the total 
loss. 

Figuie 4 shows the total loss without transport 
current ( only given by the magnetization) as a func
tion of the amplitude of the axial field and the trans
verse field Bp. One can see that when the background 
field Bp is equal to zero the losses are mostly due to 
the azieuthal current of density Jo. . 

o os i 

Fig.4 - Total reasured loss without transport current. 

'For the largest values of the bacVgrounJ field B p 

the total loss increases pointing out a rore and more 
significant role played by the induced longitudinal 
currents. 

The azimuthal current loss Ug is expected to be 
independent on the transport current whereas V, is not. 
Actually, the experiment showed the magnetization it
self to increase a littie more with the transport cur
rent (10 to 257) than in the case of the ronofilament 
(the shape of the curve being typically the tame). Due 
to the role played by the coupling longitudinal cur
rents, it was expected to little decrease against the 
transport current. A reason for the observed increase 
it ascribed to orientation effects in twisted rultifi-
laments'0 and to the local distribution of induced cur
rents in a filament depending also on the changing 
field component transverse to the filament itself. 

Figure 5 shows the increase of total lots with the 
influence of the transport current. It is more reveal
ing to plot directly the difference between the -enur
ed lottet with and without transport current and to 
compare with calculated values. 
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Influence of transport current on the Gestured 
loss. 

In Fig.6, the continuous lines represent the loss 
for the transport current saturating the outer layers, 
when the dotted lines stand for an initial equal distri
bution of the transport cuirent. 
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Fig.6 - Experimental* points and calculated curves. 

To point out the influence of the transport cur
rent only, i t i s particularly striking to notice that 
a l l the eeasured peints can be plotted only as a func
tion of the ratio By/Ec irrespective of the valut, of 
the background field Bp. The theoretical curves 

I . \ r i J i (W'(i) - W(o)) are plotted as a func-
2 i r ( R ) H V 
tion of the ratio &y/ B

c where W(i) and W(o) are the to
tal loss with and without transport current respective-
ly. 

The agreement for the experimental points with the 
theoretical curves is quite good as veil for the order 
of nagnitude, (Term in/i/0V2/2 TT 2(^) 2Rj ij2) as for 
the slopes of the curves. 

Lately, tests were performed with the sane conduc
tor only differing by the twist pitch length (2 on). 
Loss have been found to be noticeably larger. 

As a conclusion, we can state that the losses cau
sed by an axial changing field depend mostly on the 
aricuthal induced currents when the background trans
versa field is zero. As the background field becomes 
significant, these losses decrease while the losses due 
to the longitudinal induced current increase. They be

come important in tvo cases : when t'-e chanrin* field 
is lureer than 2BC or vhen the transport current is lar
ger Chan 0.5 I,. 

c 
Further experiments with a calorinttric oethod are 

to be soon in progress. 
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Nomenclatures 

Threshold field •J P/4TT 

\ 
J cc 
J cc 
T 
d 

1 
V 
R 

rnt 

Amplitude of the pulsed axial field. 
Azictuthal critical current density. 
Longitudinal critical current density. 
Twist pitch length. 
Filament dianet>r. 
Superconducting space factor. 
Superconducting space factor in the fila 
bundle. 
Radius of coeposite. 
Radius of rultifilaœentary region. 
Ratio of the current transport over the critical 
current. 
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